
Sparks & Beethoven proudly present: 

"Ports  of  Call  2.0",  the  life  size  maritime  business
simulation  by Rolf-Dieter  Klein  and Martin  Ulrich  with
grafics by Jim Sachs and Richard LaBarre. The program
does not only put you into the truly fascinating scenario of
the world of tramp shipping but is a highly enjoyable and
slightly addictive game too. It runs from and above MS-
DOS 3.3, a '286 computer with standard VGA, 640 kB of
RAM  and  supports  MS-mouse  and  sound-blaster
compatible sound cards.

This version gives you one hour of trial time to find out if
you do like it or don't. Copy it and give it to people who
might  be interested too.  To buy unlimited playing time,
receive a disc with manual,  purchase any of 9 language
versions  or  get  the  educational  network  version  with
printed manual you will need to register, please.

Print out the following order form and mail or fax it to:

S&B Ulrich GmbH, 
Schwachhauser Heerstraße 78, 
D-28209 Bremen, Germany.

Fax: + 49 - 421 - 349 19 15
E-mail:
(Internet):       rdklein@cube.net
Compuserve: 76356,2067

  I don't need any discs or manuals. Just send me a serial 
number.  Typing  in  my  serial  number  will  give  me
unlimited playing time. I promise neither to copy (except
for my safety dup) the serialized version of the program
nor to give or sell it to anybody. I am aware that breaking
this promise is a violation of copyright and other laws and
can be prosecuted.
The serial number for unlimited playing time costs 
US$ 20.00.

  I want "Ports of Call" and the manual (english and 
german) on a disc. Please send me one of the following
language versions: 

  English   French   Spanish   German
  Italian   Swedish   Finnish   Norwegian
  Dutch

I promise neither to copy (except for my safety dup) the
serialized version of the program nor to give or sell it to
anybody.  I  am  aware  that  breaking  this  promise  is  a
violation  of  copyright  and  other  laws  and  can  be
prosecuted.
The cost for any of the language versions on a disc is 
US$ 40.00 incl. shipping.



  I am a teacher and would like to use "Ports of Call" in 
my classes. Please send me the unlimited network version
and the printed (english and german) teachers manual.  I
want "Ports of Call" in one of the following languages: 

  English   French   Spanish   German
  Italian   Swedish   Finnish   Norwegian
  Dutch

I promise neither to copy (except for my safety dup) the
serialized version of the program nor to give or sell it to
anybody.  I  am  aware  that  breaking  this  promise  is  a
violation  of  copyright  and  other  laws  and  can  be
prosecuted.
The cost for any of the language versions on a disc is 
US$ 180.00 incl. shipping.

Please rush my order to the following adress:

Name .......................................................................
Street .......................................................................
City ....................................................................
...
State ....................................................................
...
Postal Code

.......................................................................
Country ....................................................................
...
Fax No.

.......................................................................

I  shall  pay  by  cash  (risky),  international  money  order
(expensive),  with the enclosed personal check (add US$
10.00 for checking charges), with the enclosed Euro-check
(no extra charges) or ask you to charge my

  American Express- or 
  Master Charge/Eurocard/Access-account: 

  Expiry date:  __ / __ / 19___

Orders shall be processed upon receipt of payment.

City/Date: 
.......................................................................

Signature: ....................................................................
...


